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Abstract. I& is shown that any Hausdorfit’ space X which has extensions E 1 X in a productive 
and closed-hereditary class A of Housdorff spaces whose outgrowth E-X be!&gs to a productive 
and hereditary class C of Hausdorff spaces also has a maximal extension elf this kind. 
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In ihe class H of all Hausdorff lspaces, let A be any productive andI 
closed-hereditary subclass, and C any productive and hereditary sutb- 
class. ?, ; usual, anmtension of a zspace X is a space E containing X as 
a. dew subspace, and if E belongs to A1 it will be c!al~ed anA-extension 
of X; the subspace E - X is referred to as the outgroM,th (of X in E’). We 
are int+m;ted here in the A-extemions of a given X E H with outgrowth 
in C. An extension E 2 X is called maximal in a given class) of extensions 
iff E belongs to the class, and the hatural embedding X + F lifts to a 
continuous map E + I;‘ for all extensions F 2 X in the class. 
We then have the following: 
PropositEon. If a space X has any A-extensions with 0;rrtgrowth in C , then 
it has a maximal such extension. 
‘The proof of this rests on: 
Lern~~ l’j‘h : X + lIEa is the diagi:x& embedding for given extensions 
E, 2 A., theaz any point s in the ck~sure of h [X] in 3(r with some co 
PO!. em 3z X actual& belongs to h [X] . 
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Let pa be the projections of the product. Then one has, to begin 
with, s = l’im h [ 231 for some filter basis on X; hence p, (8) = lim % be- 
loh,gs to X for some cy, and therefore this limit relation holds in X. It 
now follows that ps(s) = lim 23 = p,(s) for all 13, the uniqueness of 
&nits in Hausdorff spaces n 
AS a consequence of this, the extension E 1 X determined by the 
closure of Ea [X] in lB!& has an outgrowth which is embedaable into 
Pa&--X). Thus, if all EQ are A-extensions of X with outgrowth in C, 
then E is of the same kind, and if (I&) is chosen as a representative 
family of all such extensions, the remsulting E has the desired maximality 
property. 
Particular cases of A and C when; this applies are given by the &-corn- 
pact spaces in the sense of Herrlich for A, and either the zero-dimen- 
sional or the totally disconnected spaces for C. The hard problems, of 
course, are to cha-:acterize, for given A and C, which X actually have 
A-extensions with outgrowth in C, preferably in ‘terms of suggestive in- 
ternal conditions on X, and to give ;a more concrete description of the 
maximal extension in question. 
Note that the special case of compactifications with totally discon- 
nected outgrowth appears among the results of Rayburn [ l] on the 
Stoilow-KerCkj&to compactificaticm. 
“Finally, in the (trivial) case C = H’, the proposition reduces to the 
familiar existence of maximal A-compactificatiIons of A-completely 
regular spaces, covering, <&rnong other things, flX, UX and {X. 
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